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Publisher Bestsellers — Smithsonian Institution Press

Established in 1846, the Smithonian Institution Press publishes in areas that reflect the strengths of the Smithsonian Institution and includes: air and space studies; American cultural history; anthropology and archaeology; conservation and evolutionary biology; museum studies; and natural history; to name a few.

With eight hundred titles currently in print, you have many to choose from, but this list, supplied by Kevin H. Posey, lists the bestselling titles. If you're into palm trees, don't miss the eight hundred varieties mentioned in Palms Throughout the World by David Jones. It's the Smithsonian's best kept secret.

---

Salamanders of the United States and Canada by James Petranka. 172 color illustrations, 311 black & white illustrations, complete with identification guide. $60.00 1560988282

Snow in America by Bernard Mergen. Shows links between snow and American cinema, poetry, and art. $24.95 1560987804

Amelia Earhart by Doris Rich. A thorough biography of the ill-fated pioneer aviator. $16.95 1560987251

Beyond the National Parks edited by Mary E. Tisdale and Bibi Booth. A guide to recreation in the public lands of the West. $19.95 1560985666

Flying Tigers and the American Volunteer Group by Claire Chennault. The story of the volunteer pilots who flew against Japan from bases in China in WWII. $17.95 1560985410

Storm Over Iraq by Richard Hallion. A history of the US war with Iraq that continues today. $17.95 1560987235

The Hold Life Has by Catherine J. Allen. Details the relationship of the people of an Andean village with the ubiquitous Coca plant. $16.95 0874742552

Uncommon Ground by Leland Ferguson. Details archaeological findings of early African American history. $14.95 1560980591

The Discover America Smithsonian Book of National Parks by Charles Little. A complete pictorial guide to the National Parks. $29.95 1560987006

Best Kept Secret Palms Throughout the World by David Jones. Describes 800 species of palms and how some may be cultivated as indoor house plants. $49.00 1560986166
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